
  

 

 

 

 

 

AAMVA CIO Roundtable Webinar 3/6/2024   

Question AAMVA Answer 

Will jurisdictions services communicating with Aamva's REST services communicate over the 
internet or lease lines like the UNI. 

REST is agnostic regarding the network used. You can use internet or AAMVAnet network. 

Will we be able to get a copy of this presentation sent to us? Presentation deck has been shared with the attendees. Copy of the webinar is also available at 
AAMVA website (https://www.aamva.org/events-education/event-archives/webinars-and-
training-archives) 
 
The Q&A list is being worked on, and will be published shortly, at which time another 
communication email from AAMVA will be sent. 

What kind of transport will be used to communicate in REST protocol between AAMVA and 
the states? 

Protocol will be RESTful; network can be internet or AAMVAnet 

Is NIEM also being sunsetted? As part of our technical streamlining of our operating environment, it can be expected that at 
some point NIEM will be sunset as well. NIEM users should also start thinking/planning to move 
to RESTful. 
AAMVA does not have a date yet and the topic has not yet been discussed with AAMVA's Board  

Other than restful services do we have any other available options ? RESTful is considered an industry mainstream for interoperability between all platforms ( 
Windows, UNIX, etc.). As such AAMVA is not planning to support other standards at this time. 

How will DLDV be impacted? DLDV from states point of view leverages PDPS transactions. A state going to PDPS RESTful will 
not impact their interface/participation in DLDV. 
Regarding third party access to DLDV, AAMVA does not have a timeline yet for RESTful interface. 
AAMVA will inform the DLDV third party community as soon as a timeline has been identified.  

when will the JSON specifications for PDPS be available on the website. PDPS spexs can be shared with interested states. Final PDPS specs will be available on the website 
in the fall of 2024 

What level of security can we expect if we decide to utilize internet in lieu of AAMVAnet? This should be addressed one-on-one with each state since each state might have different 
security questions as they implement RESTful solution.  
AAMVA will reach out to you to discuss these details 
 
Any other states having the same question are advised to setup a meeting with AAMVA support 
team to discuss the specifics 

curious, how many states are using the NIEM interface in production? 7 states currently use NIEM for NMVTIS 
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Will there be any certificate involved for Rest APIs for Authentication? This should be addressed one-on-one with each state since each state might have different 
security questions as they implement RESTful solution.  
AAMVA will reach out to you to discuss these details 
 
Any other states having the same question are advised to setup a meeting with AAMVA support 
team to discuss the specifics 

With Restful services - how much code changes involved in our side If you're using NIEM, It's not a huge change as with RESTful (web services), you get only one 
response for one message 
For AMIE users, it'a different paradigm - You can have multiple responses for one message in 
AMIE which UNI was grouping, so might need more changes at your end.  
 
AAMVA will reach out to you to discuss these details 
 
Any other states having the same question are advised to setup a meeting with AAMVA support 
team to discuss the specifics 

we don't have any of our applications in RESTful so we don't have any yet on what RESTful is.  
would you be able to show a sample of RESTful.  does it look like UNI logs? 

We can have a follow up presentation (like we had in earlier CIO webinar). We will plan to do it 
again in the next CIO webinar 

Will AAMVA have designated test schedule ? AAMVA will work with each state to schedule the RESTful testing based on the applications 
tested. Make sure to engage AAMVA as soon as you are considering starting your development 
work. This will help AAMVA plan our workload and do our best to accommodate your 
testing.Also, before signing any RFP/committing any dates to a vendor, please talk to AAMVA so 
we can work with you on what makes sense from a timeline, project planning perspective. 

Future plans for DLDV? There are discussions on enhancing DLDV (outside of the technology enhancement as outlined in 
question #6 above) for adding more information/verification. This is more related to the business 
enhancements. 
AAMVA will share more information as it's available 

Will UNI fees be changing after Jan 2025?  I believe they have increased over the last couple 
of years. 

There has not been any decision yet regarding the 2026 UNI fees. This is will be reviewed with the 
AAMVA board in the coming months 

how the CDLIS queries works AAMVA will reach out to you to discuss these details 
 
Any other states having the same question are advised to setup a meeting with AAMVA support 
team to discuss the specifics 
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would you also be able to give us information on states who are using RESTful and what 
applications (e.g. SSOLV, SPEXS, etc). 

For Vehicle Systems: 
UT          NMVTIS           
 
For Driver Systems: 
TX          SPEXS 
 
For verification systems: 
WI (Internet)          SSOLV and HAVV 
OR SOS (Internet)   HAVV  
GA (AAMVAnet)      USPVS 
MT (Internet)          USPVS 

I'm sorry I think I missed this:  Please remind me again - are the Specs for REST currently 
available? 

Yes the specifications are already available on the website AAMVA.ORG 

How will the REST request payload be delivered to our backend mainframe application? Will 
we have to build a webserver to parse the REST request and then deliver it to our mainframe 
application or use CICS Web Services? 

AAMVA will reach out to you to discuss these details 
 
Any other states having the same question are advised to setup a meeting with AAMVA support 
team to discuss the specifics 

Since we will be scheduling, how many days of testing will be allotted for this. Will it differ if 
alone vs If combined with other developments? 

AAMVA will reach out to you to discuss these details 
 
Any other states having the same question are advised to setup a meeting with AAMVA support 
team to discuss the specifics 

Will batch updates for NMVTIS which don't go through the UNI still be supported. AAMVA is working on a list of all batch processes and the impacts/plans for each of them. We will 
share this info in the coming months 

Will this affect processes like CD31? AAMVA is working on a list of all batch processes and the impacts/plans for each of them. We will 
share this info in the coming months 

Is there a sample REST url that we can write a sample web client to consume REST response 
from AAMVA ? 
Here is the sample of the REST url end point of the US Weather Service 
https://www.weather.gov/documentation/services-web-api 

AAMVA will review the request and provide an update 

Is there anyway solution provider can have access to AAMVA Specification without going 
through State? 

No, to access our specifications/website, you should either me a member/associate member. 
If you're working with a state, then the information should be provided to you by the state 

The problem we have with certificate changes by external partners is when they purchase 
them from a new commercial CA and fail to communicate that the issuing CA certificate has 
changed. 

AAMVA will reach out to you to discuss these details 
 
Any other states having the same question are advised to setup a meeting with AAMVA support 
team to discuss the specifics 

Will AAMVA still notify when the certificates will be issued by a different CA / intermediate 
CA? 

AAMVA will reach out to you to discuss these detailsAny other states having the same question 
are advised to setup a meeting with AAMVA support team to discuss the specifics 
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Our business team received this tech sunset notification. Can we please get confirmation 
that TX batch processing will not be impacted. 

AAMVA is working on a list of all batch processes and the impacts/plans for each of them. We will 
share this info in the coming months 

 


